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Abstract: Problems of displacement, poor healing, degradation of the polymers
and corrosion of the metallic frame in endovascular devices still require in–depth
investigations. As the tissues and the foreign materials are in close contact, it is of
paramount importance to efficiently investigate the interfaces between them.
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Inclusion in polymethymethacrylate (PMMA) permits us to obtain thin slides and
preserve the capacity to perform the appropriate stainings.

An AneuRx prosthesis was harvested in bloc with the surrounding tissues at
the autopsy of a patient 25 months post deployment in a 5.7 cm diameter AAA
and sectioned in the direction of the blood flow in two halves. A cross-section
of the encapsulated distal segment together with the surrounding aneuryshmal
sac was embedded in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). Further to complete
polymerization, slices of the specimen were cut on a precision banding saw under
coolant. They were affixed onto methacrylate slides with a UV cured adhesive.
Binding and polishing were done on a numeric grinder and slices 25 to 30 mm
in thickness were stained with toluidine blue prior to observation in light
microscopy. Additional slices were prepared for scanning electron microscopy
and X-ray energy dispersive spectrometry for determination of the elemental com-
position of the Nitinol stent.

The aortic wall did not demonstrate complete integrity along with its circum-
ference. Some areas of rupture were noted. The content of the sac was heavily
shrunk and was mostly acellular. The walls of the device were very well encapsu-
lated. The PMMA embedding permitted the polyester wall, the Nitinol wire and
the collagen to keep in close contact. Scanning electron microscopy involved
backscattered electrons and confirmed the corrosion the Nitinol wire at the
boundary with living tissues.

Based upon the results obtained, we believe that PMMA embedding is the
most appropriate method to process endovascular devices for histological and
material investigation. Needless to say, that paraffin embedding would have
not been feasible for such a big size specimen involving different materials.

Keywords: PMMA; Endovascular graft; Aneurysm; Blood conduit; Healing

INTRODUCTION

When implanted in humans, textiles and microporous prostheses fail to
reach complete healing. The encapsulations, both internal and external,
are mostly irregular and the luminal surface is usually free of endothelial
cells [1,2]. Sauvage was the only one to convincingly demonstrate the
presence of endothelial cells on the flow surface of synthetic blood con-
duits, mainly in texturized polyester knitted grafts [3]. The situation with
endovascular devices appears to be even more challenging. The polyester
tube is made of woven polyester whose construction is much tighter than
the construction of knitted grafts. Consequently, these woven grafts are
unlikely to heal properly with tissue incorporation of the wall and
endothelialization of the luminal surface in animals [4,5] and in humans
[6]. Healing in humans is rare [7]. Experimental healing was reported in
animals in the absence of aneurysm but this is very different from human
healing patterns [8]. The real problem is the healing of the prosthetic wall
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deployed in the aneurysmal sac. Should healing occur, strong tissue
anchoring to woven polyester structures is therefore mandatory. Too fre-
quently both internal and external capsules lay on both sides of the wall
conduit but are not encroached together as in any woven textile tube [9].
Most expanded PTFE grafts behave the same way. Thrombotic deposits
accumulate on the flow surface and external capsules are usually very thin
[10]. Most of polyurethane grafts cannot withstand the exposure to living
tissues: they degrade at different rates [11] and the degradation of aromatic
polyurethanes products includes TDI, a carcinogenic chemical [12]. In the
absence of open porosity in the wall of any synthetic blood conduit, healing
is very unlikely. Following old paradigms of vascular graft technology may
not be sufficient or applicable for endografts healing [13].

On top of that, endovascular devices incorporate a metallic wire or
metallic stents sewn to the synthetic tube either inside or outside [14]. This
metallic frame is preferred outside by most of the manufacturers to obtain
an adequate recanalization of the blood flow within the aneurysmal sac; as
no suture is employed to securely anchor the device to the host artery, slid-
ing must be prevented by another approach. Many implantations were
performed worldwide, raising a lot of question marks as endovascular sur-
gery was still in its infancy [15–22]. Fortunately, those were classified and
endoleaks classification proved to be the way to bring everyone on the
same wave length of comparison [23–25]. In addition, endograft registries
such as the Eurostar chaired by Harris proved to be instrumental in the
validation process of endovascular surgery [26]. However, up to date
attention paid to the device itself remained limited: such a device can
shorten or flatten [27], the polymer structure degrade [9], and the metallic
frame corrode [28]. Should adequate healing with solidification of the con-
tent of the aneurysmal sac, foreign wall encapsulation and luminal surface
endothelialization occur, the device would probably be stabilized less with
likelyhood progressive complications [29]. It is therefore of paramount
importance to pay attention to the interfaces between the different foreign
materials and the living tissues, despite an improvement in the clinical
results [30–32]. Indications for endovascular surgery were also refined
and they complement rather than compete with open surgery [33].

Specific details of the histological investigations are important. Rou-
tine histology performed by paraffin embedding of specimen is not suit-
able for endovascular devices because it is not feasible to cut thin slides a
few microns in thickness [34]. We must take advantage of the protocols
recommended, orthopedic devices and=or dental implants [35] to investi-
gate, and stents [36]. Embedding in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
permits one to preserve the integrity of the structure during the polymer-
izing process. The specimen can be trimmed, slides are cut and stained.
Further investigations involving SEM observation in a backscattered
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mode, together with microanalysis and immuno-histology, can be carried
out [37,38]. We therefore hereby propose to highlight the potential bene-
fits of PMMA embedding to better validate the in vivo behavior of endo-
vascular devices.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

1. The Explanted Device

An explanted AneuRx stent-graft manufactured by Medtronic AVE, Santa
Rosa, USA, was selected amongst the devices harvested at autopsy or reo-
peration based upon an outstanding encapsulation of the wall of the device.
The AneuRx device is made of a thin wall woven polyester graft externally
supported by self expanding stents made of Nitinol, a shape memory alloy
[39]. The stent-graft of the specimen investigated had a bifurcated configur-
ation together with an ipsilateral straight graft (Figure 1).

2. Clinical Report

A 75 y.o. man with a symptomatic 5.7 cm AAA was treated with
24� 14� 16.5 AneuRx bifurcated module (early stiff device with pre-RPM

Figure 1. Deployed AneuRx stent-graft manufactured by Medtronic-AVE. The
device is made by assembling a bifurcation with asymmetrical limbs with an ipsi-
lateral limb. The thin wall of the woven polyester tubes is externally supported by
self–expanding stents made of Nitinol, a shape memory alloy, and sewn by means
of a polyester suture. The cross-section investigated is given by the transversal
double-headed arrow.
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material) placed through the femoral artery and a 14� 8.5 iliac limb placed
through the left femoral artery. The device was placed below the accessory
left renal artery. And both iliac limbs were dilated with 14 mm balloons.
Completion angiography revealed a ‘‘transgraft leak’’ (Figure 2).

The patient had complete resolution of his abdominal and back pain
and no longer felt pulsation in his aneurysm immediately following the
stent graft procedure. He gained weight and had no symptoms referable
to his aneurysm. However, the patient was quite thin and follow-up
clinical examinations revealed pulsation of his aneurysm. Twenty–five
months post procedure, the patient developed back pain and azotemia.
A diagnosis of multiple myeloma was made on bone marrow biopsy
and the patient was begun on chemotherapy. Abdominal examination
was normal. He developed bronchopneumonia and sepsis and died on
12=5=99. An autopsy confirmed the above diagnoses. The aorta was
removed en bloc with the stent graft in place for explant analysis. A more
detailed clinical data is reported elsewhere [40].

3. Histology

A slice of the cross-section, 1 cm thick, was cut from the as-received speci-
men immediately adjacent at the separation of the body with the limbs

Figure 2. CT Scan of the aneurysm of the abdominal aorta fitted with the
AneuRx endovascular prosthesis. The limbs of the device within the aneurysmal
sac are well delineated and the content of the sac appears solidified.
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(Figure 3). As the evaluation of the tissue reactions to the polyester struc-
ture (tube and suture) and to the shape memory alloy is the key issue of
the investigation, it was of paramount importance to procede to embed-
ding of the encapsulated prosthesis together with the surrounding aneur-
ysmal sac in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA).

3.1. Preparation of the Embedding Medium

Methylmethacrylate containing 200 ppm hydroquinone (a polymeriza-
tion inhibitor) was purified by alkali washes and �20�C freezing accord-
ing to a fast procedure previously described by Chappard [38]. Benzoyl

Figure 3. Macroscopic cross-section of the specimen harvested at autopsy. The
aortic wall is well delineated but fragmented in several locations. The aneurysmal
sac is filled with a solidified substance with a void more or less filled with a gel-
atinous content below the two limbs of the graft that are well encapsulated.
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peroxide, a polymerization accelerator, was dissolved at a final concen-
tration of 1%. The final accelerated medium was completed by adding
dibutylphtalate to a final concentration of 10% and was stored in a
�20�C environment. All reagents were of laboratory grade and purchased
from Aldrich Chemical (Illkirsh, France).

3.2. Specimen Processing

The specimen, fixed in formaldehyde, was dehydrated in absolute acet-
one, cleared in xylene and infiltrated in the accelerated medium for 3 days
at �20�C in large glass vials. The medium was changed 3 times to ensure
complete infiltration (3 days each time, at�20�C). Then, the vial was
transferred in a water bath at room temperature and allowed to polymer-
ize during 3 weeks. The specimen was trimmed of excess polymer and sec-
tioned on a precision banding saw under coolant (Exakt, Hanover,
Germany). Slices of the specimen were 300 mm in thickness. They were
affixed onto methacrylate slides with a UV-cured adhesive. Grinding
and polishing were done on a numeric Exakt grinder system and sections
(about 25–30 mm in thickness) were surface-stained with toluidine blue
(0.5% in sodium borax) prior to observation in light microscopy.

An additional slice was prepared for scanning electron microscopy and
X-ray energy dispersive spectrometry for determination of the elemental
composition of the Nitinol stent. The slice, about 100mm thick, was carbon
coated by sputtering and observed under backscattered electrons using an
emission field scanning electron microscope, Jeol 6301 F (Jeol Inc., Tokyo,
Japan) coupled to an EDX detector (Link, Oxford, UK).

RESULTS

The specimen received consisted of the two halves of the explanted pros-
thesis that was removed en bloc from the patient: the prosthesis was
clearly idientified within the aneurysmal sac whose content was almost
completely solidified with thrombus. The gross observation gave the
impression of an exceptional healing, with the exception of a hyalinized
plug below the two limbs of the endovascular device. This might be
related to the pulsation of the aneurysm observed clinically. As this
explanted prosthesis together with its aneurysmal sac was sectioned
transversally, lumens of both limbs were very well delineated. They were
surrounded by an external fibrous encapsulation as any implanted
porous textile vascular prosthesis.

The aortic wall did not demonstrate complete integrity all along its
circumference. Some areas of rupture were noted. The content of the
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sac was heavily shrunk, leaving some void spaces as the result of the fix-
ation of a highly hyaline substance. This filling proved to be mostly acel-
lular with fibrinous layers of various densities, whose solidification was
irregular and related to the age of the thrombotic deposition (Figure 4).

The walls of the device were very well encapsulated, both internally
and externally. Internally, as the result of the high hyaline content of
the fibrinous deposits left by the blood stream in absence of complete
reorganization, the internal capsule was slightly detached from the poly-
ester wall. Externally, the formation of collagen proved to keep in close
contact the polyester wall, the Nitinol stents and the polyester sutures.
No area of necrotic tissues and=or mineralized sections was evidenced
(Figure 5).

The prosthesis itself was observed in detail: the woven polyester
sheath and the Nitinol stents were easily identified. Under transmitted
and polarized light, the polymer sheath was made up of yarns of 26
micro-filaments between 10 and 20 mm in diameter. These yarns were
found regularly interlaced in ends and picks to contribute a continuous
sheath (Figure 6). Cross sections of the Nitinol wires were well identified
with square shapes whose angles were frequently dull. However, in
some locations, the sections presented some asperities over the surface

Figure 4. Cross-section of the specimen investigated at low magnification; the
aortic wall is poorly defined and presents an irregular and incomplete structure.
The cross–sections of the limbs are well identified. The aneurysmal sac is filled
with fibrinous deposits almost acellular, which shrank during the fixation process.
The void at the bottom is an artifact resulting from shrinkage of the solid filling of
the sac where water content was very high (A). Both limbs were surrounded with
organized fibrin and collagen deposits (B). The foreign material was well encap-
sulated, both outside and inside. The external encapsulation was very adhesive to
the Nitinol stents and the polyester wall, whereas this internal capsule, as the
result of the hyaline content, also shrank.
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(Figures 7 and 8). No cellular differentiation was visible in the external
capsule. Scanning electron microscopy, involving backscattered electrons,
confirmed those irregularities in the Nitinol wires at the boundary with
living tissues (Figure 9). It was clearly the result of an undisputable
ongoing corrosion process with some metallic particles detached from
the stent. The real corrosion state was probably overemphasized as the
result of the preparation procedure. The EDX study confirmed the pres-
ence of nickel and titanium in a 50=50 atomic percentage proportion,
which is the composition of the Nitinol currently selected in implantology
(Figure 10).

DISCUSSION

Recipient’s organism reacts toward the endovascular prothesis deployed
to restore a normal blood conduit though an aneurismal sac by a complex
tissue response. The first purpose from a surgical point of view is to
restore the normal blood flow and to prevent the aneurismal arterial wall
from fatal rupture. As the healing process is going on, the prosthesis

Figure 5. Illustration of the imperviousness of the polyester wall of the prostheses.
The construction is very regular and the compaction of the yarns was very well pre-
served during the implantation. Such a structure does not permit blood percolating
through the wall after a thin layer of fibrin is deposited all over the luminal surface.
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becomes isolated by the formation of surrounding capsules, both intern-
ally and externally. As a result, the implanted prosthesis is remodelled
and is transformed from a mechanical body alien for the patient to a
composite device incorporating various tissue components. The luminal
surface ensures conditions for a normal blood flow; ideally the flow sur-
face would be endothelialized. Such a healed internal capsule is only
obtained with great difficulty in conventional vascular grafts. The chal-
lenge is even more important in endovascular prostheses because they
incorporate a second component of metallic nature.

The entire length of the endovascular device is in contact with the
host artery at the sites of adhesion to a relatively normal aortic wall
and goes through the aneurismal sac, whose content is made of thrombi
more or less solidified. The goals to be attained can be defined as follows:
stable attachment of the prosthesis to the arterial wall above and below
the aneurysm with a minimal risk of arterial wall remodelling, safe con-
tact between the endovascular graft and the aneurismal sac with unper-
viousness of the prosthetic wall, and solidification of the thrombotic
content of the aneurysmal sac to prevent fatal rupture. A perfect healing
of the blood conduit, i.e. textile and metal frame, would ensure a good

Figure 6. Illustration of the regularity of the polyester wall. Such a structure is
very compact and unlikely to be penetrated by cells and fibrin. The weakness is
the lack of capacity to securely anchor any encapsulation of fibrous tissues.
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biocompatibility, biofunctionality and biodurability to guarantee the
long-term fullfilment of the therapeutic purpose.

Therefore the histological examination of any explanted endovascu-
lar device is of utmost importance. The absence of artefacts in the analy-
sis of explanted devices is a highly challenging undertaking as most of the
specimens are not harvested for the purpose of in-depth pathological
investigation [2]. The key issue is to preserve the intimate contact between
foreign materials and tissues in thin slides to be able to carefully observe
the interface [41–43]. As the contact between a foreign surface and living
tissues is still poorly understood, the interface between them must be kept
intact for detailed investigations. Paraffin sections frequently result in
filament fraying of the textile yarns; elimination of the metallic wire is
mandatory. SEM observations involving secondary electron emission
are of great interest to study the flow surface [44]. As section PMMA
embedding enables the preservation of the encroachment between foreign
materials and tissues, it sounds like the method of choice to permit the
best assessment of the interactions between the device and the blood.

The technique reflects the method that proved to be very efficient in
the pathology of explanted devices from dentistry and from orthopedics.

Figure 7. Cross-section at the contact between the ipsilateral limb and the bifur-
cation sutures are well identified. However, the surfaces of the Nitinol stents
present some irregularities.
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We, however, must recognize that some artefacts are associated with this
protocol in cardiovascular devices because of the highly hyaline content
of the materials deposited at the contact of the blood flow with the
foreign surface. There is some separation of the internal capsule, which
is probably related to the initial fixation. The formaline solution acts
as a cross-linking chemical and causes some shrinkage of the tissues as
the fixation process is in progress [45]. With higher hyaline content, more
significant shrinkage is demonstrated into specimen. The voids that are
thus created can possibly reduce the anticipated benefits of PMMA
embedding.

Figure 8. Absence of exacerbated inflammatory reaction caused by the Nitinol
wire. Note that the shape of the wire is ill-defined: it is probably related to an
early stage of corrosion.
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Staining and immunochemistry are possible with the thin and the
semi-thin slides, which is the way to go to better understand the behavior
of multiple biomaterials in contact with living tissues. On top of that,
SEM observations in a backscattered mode can be performed. It is there-
fore feasible to also perform X-ray analysis of the metallic stents or wires.
Corrosion of any metal or alloy is a key issue and must be addressed
very cautiously [28]. Unfortunately, this is only part of the problem, as

Figure 9. Backscattered observation of the Nitinol wires demonstrating an early
stage of corrosion with fragmentation and particle dispersion. The surface of the
Nitinol stents is eroded, the material in contact with the tissues appears fragile
and some fragments can be dispersed in the surrounding tissues.

Figure 10. Microanalysis of the Nitinol wires, indicating an atomic percentage of
50% of titanium and nickel. It is the known composition of the Nitinol.
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mechanical failures were and still are too frequently associated with endo-
vascular devices [46].

Despite weaknesses that can bring some pessimistic views [47], endo-
vascular surgery represents a step forward that can benefit many patients.
Endovascular therapy represents an additional approach to address the
treatment of aneurysms [48]. Careful patient follow-up is mandatory
[49]. In case of complications, open surgery is still available, with, how-
ever, a higher mortality rate [50]. New vision of patients’ treatments
involve undisputably minimally invasive surgery [51]. Follow-up of the
devices to validate their 3Bs, i.e. biocompatibility, biofunctionality and
bioresilience, will necessitate not only the current techniques but also
the development of virtual biopsies [40].

CONCLUSION

PMMA embedding of the explanted devices used in cardiovascular sur-
gery is the way to go to investigate the healing characteristics and the
material integrity. Further investigations are required to solve the prob-
lem of tissue shrinkage but its superiority over paraffin embedding is not
disputable, in terms of quality of the results and in terms of possibility of
additional investigations.
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